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Project Rwanda Impact Stories
 





DelAgua’s Rwanda project has improved the lives of hundreds of thousands of people.
These are some of their stories:
 


















 













Transforming Lives & Nature - Before & After
 





Genecita and her family spend hours every day collecting wood, tending the fire and cooking. This is the reality of womens’ lives in Rwanda. They bear the brunt of cooking duties which not only take up so much of their time, preventing them from being able to do more productive activities but are physically hard and damaging to their health. 
Follow Genecita and and her family after they receive a DelAgua stove and see the positive impact it has on their lives.
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Catherine



Now Catherine's children are never late for school. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Catherine.
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Muhaweminana



Now Muhaweminana can pay the school fees for her children. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Muhaweminana.
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Siborurema



Now Siborurema has more free time she can socialise with her neighbours. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Siborurema.
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Epiphanie



Epiphanie now has time to help her grandchildren with their schoolwork. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Epiphanie.
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Deogratias



Deogratias is happy that he can now sit by the stove and boil tea for himself. Buy our carbon credits and help more men like Deogratias.
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Valentine & Goreth



For this family, the DelAgua stove came at the right time, when Valentine was heavily pregnant. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Valentine & Goreth. 
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Elizabeth



Now Elizabeth can walk her daughter to school and take care of her pig farm. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Elizabeth.
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Leonille



Now Leonille has extra time to take care of the few chicken and pigs she has at home. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Leonille.
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Tagimungu



Tagimungu spends his free time giving extra lessons to the children in the village. Buy our carbon credits and help more men like Tagimungu.
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Empower Rwanda



Our partnership with Empower Rwanda is providing teenage mothers in Eastern Rwanda with an innovative, high quality, high performance stove designed to work for the women and the reality of their lives.
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Ribeth



Ribeth likes that she can leave the stove unattended whilst she tends to her animals. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Ribeth.
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Murekeretete



Now Murekeretete's children can prepare themselves breakfast before school. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Murekeretete.
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Olive



Learn how DelAgua improved Olive and her family's life through the use of an efficient cookstove.
Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Olive.
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Philomene



Now Philomene’s children have more time to go to school, study, play and just be children.
Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Philomene.
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Julienne



With the money Julienne is saving on firewood she is able to buy more stock for the shop she runs from her home. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Julienne.
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Savera



Savera now cooks two meals a day rather than one, which is improving her family’s nutrition. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Savera.
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Nadine



See how the DelAgua stove is improving the life of Nadine and her baby brother Brian. Buy our carbon credits and help more children like Nadine and Brian.
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Patrick



After receiving the DelAgua stove, Patrick's family can now afford to buy school books for him. Buy our carbon credits and help more children like Patrick. 
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Beatrice



Now Beatrice's daughter has time to do her homework, instead of collecting wood, and is thriving at school. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Beatrice.
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Florida



Now Florida has more free time as she doesn't have to spend as long collecting wood. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Florida. 
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Josephine & Graçian



Now their older grandchildren can help with the cooking. Buy our carbon credits and help more families like Josephine & Graçian's.
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Immaculate



Now Immaculate can do other chores whilst the food cooks. Buy our carbon credits and help more women like Immaculate.
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JUST LAUNCHED: You can now offset and buy Live Well carbon credits direct from us. You will be helping more families get access to our stoves and the life-changing benefits they bring.
 








BUY CARBON CREDITS
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Subscribe to the DelAgua Newsletter
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TEL +44 (0) 1672 861 198
EMAIL [email protected]
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